
Andrew Clutz Joins Conway Inc. as its new Director,
Corporate Investment & Analytics.

Conway Hires Andrew Clutz Following Oxford Intelligence
Acquisition.

ATLANTA, April 11, 2018 —Today, Conway Inc. announced that Andrew Clutz has 
joined the company as its new Director, Corporate Investment & Analytics.

Prior to accepting a position at Conway, Andrew was Oxford Intelligence’s Director of the 
Americas.

With a long history in the economic development industry, Andrew has served as the 
Vice President of Marketing for the Welsh Development Agency, he served as a Director 
for Alsace International (France) and was formerly the Managing Director of the Atlantic 
Resource Group, where he worked with dozens of economic promotion agencies as a 
consultant. 

With Conway, he will focus on investment lead generation strategy and delivery as well 
as the further development of Conway’s Analytics product and new service development.

For Conway Analytics, Andrew will work to enhance historical investment data, 
investment lead indicators and optimize the system’s reporting and market trend analysis 
functions.

“Conway is thrilled to have Andrew join us as a senior member of our team,” said Adam 
Jones-Kelley, President of Conway Inc., “Andrew has unparalleled experience in the 
economic development industry and will bring his depth of knowledge and experience to  
Conway’s clients.”

“We’re very lucky to have him,” added Jones-Kelley, “Andrew will complement the 
Conway team and work closely with our international offices.”

“I’m looking forward to this new opportunity,” said Andrew Clutz, “Conway has a 
comprehensive suite of products and services, some of which I will be working to develop 
further.”

“It’s an exciting time to join Conway,” commented Clutz, “The company is growing and 
focused on providing its clients with new and innovative ways to secure corporate 
investment.”

https://conway.com/


“I’m pleased to be part of this new era at Conway and to be part of the team.”

Based in Boston, Andrew will round-out Conway’s presence in the northeast, working 
closely with Conway’s New York office.

Andrew is a graduate of Hobart and William Smith Colleges and has his MBA from 
Northeastern University.

About Conway

Conway provides the world’s most comprehensive offering of services related to 
domestic and cross-border corporate investment. Our integrated services meet the 
needs of government agencies seeking to attract investment as well as companies 
planning international expansion.

Conway’s network of corporate decision-makers invests more than $400 billion each 
year in new facilities, offices and sites. Conway’s full spectrum of services and 
relationships with corporate decision-makers around the world facilitates government 
attraction of foreign and domestic direct investment. Conway, publisher of Site Selection 
magazine, was founded in 1954. For more information visit:  conway.com

https://conway.com/
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